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by three weak kings, Sane (1698-1714), Taninganwe (1714-33)
and Mahadammayaza Dipati (1733-1752). Ever since the move
to Ava in 1635 the atmosphere of the Court had become closer
and its outlook more restricted. Kings rarely left the capital;
they became practically palace prisoners, surrounded by all the
jealousies and intrigues of harem life. Tradition prescribed that
the chief queen must be the king's half-sister. Their children,
together with those of lesser queens, were numbered in scores,
and all lived in frightful apprehension of the fact that when their
father died, a mad scramble for the throne was likely to break
out, resulting in a blood bath of all considered dangerous to the
successful candidate.
How much actual control Ava exercised over its dominions
at this time it is difficult to say. The country was divided into
appanages, many of which were held by members of the royal
family. From among them at any moment a minlaung, or
pretender to the throne, might arise, who would rally the
disorderly elements of his district around him in an attempt to
seize power. Even when unsuccessful, as most were, they
terrorized the countryside with dacoity. It is doubtful if these
later kings of the Toungoo dynasty had any control over Lower
Burma beyond the Irrawaddy highway, the city of Pegu and
the port of Syriam. In any case the devastation of the Delta
region in Bayinnaung's reign and the exodus of thousands of
Mons, had created a wilderness from which little was to be
feared for many years afterwards. But in the eighteenth
century the weakness of the Ava kingship was so obvious that
there was bound to come a time when the Mons would dream of
restoring the old kingdom of Pegu.
It was the little trans-Chindwin mountain state of Manipur
which laid bare the full weakness of Ava. This kingdom of expert
horsemen, whose national sport was forty-a-side polo, had
been made tributary by Bayinnaung in the sixteenth century.
Subsequently it had reverted to independence, and had
occasionally raided Burmese territory. Under Gharib Newaz
(1714-54) its raids became chronic and far-reaching. The
Manipuris had become converted to Hinduism, and were
incited by their Brahmins to seek blessedness by bathing in the
Irrawaddy at Sagaing. In time their raids came right up to the

